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• Curiosity - read about Second Life as ‘user generated environment’
(Gauntlett 2004) while doing sociology degree
• Meant to leave after the weekend. It never happened… 11 years on…
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Interest and motivations
• Fascination in sociology and geography
• place, identity and social connections as embodied beings (Massey 1994)

• ‘Fan’
• fascinated and engaged (Jenkins 1992; Boellstorff 2008)

• Autoethnography
• speaking from within, from multiple positions (Lionnet 1991)

• Previous experience
• architectural modelmaker, photographer, writer and publisher

• But an editor, in broadest sense
• Reshape, reconfigure, reinterpret, represent multiple things
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Where I am now
• Practice based PhD in Contemporary Art at Lancaster University
• Strange coming together of things
• And if I’d not started doing video, it would never have happened

• Tinkering and Creative Appropriation is what I’ve done all my life
• And going beyond is at the heart of editing
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Where I make things – the main part
• Second Life now 16 years old - ancient in internet terms
• User created space - everything uploaded free of copyright
• Brilliant, crap, mundane, merely repetitive - but it can also be
unexpected, unpredictable and innovative
• What has evolved artistically has come from people being together in
the same place for length of time
• Not sure Linden Lab truly understand what they have
• Suburbia: Falling between Worlds / Far from Heaven

• Still living on the margins
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Some theory….
• My work refutes ‘digital exceptionalism’ (Marres 2017)
• More like a Mobius strip (Welsh 2016)

• Digital-analog binary dismisses past technologies
• Human culture comes out of our relationship with technology (Grint & Woolgar
1997)

• Everything is real –cycle of virtual and the actual (Lévy 1998)
• The digital makes new things possible, displaces some things, but it
doesn’t replace everything. Perceptions of the world extend across
new technologies, and the past is not forgotten.
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Everything is connected (but different)
• Multidisciplinary
• Media, philosophy, literary, art, film, video art, games, sociology,
anthropology, geography, psychology…

• Mixed Realism (Welsh 2016)
• There is nothing in a game that didn’t come from outside of it
• Literature and games have commonalities
• Never totally in or out, always a movement of perception

• Literary theory has more explanatory power than media theory
• A generalisation, more later
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Nothing is as new as it seems…
• Immersion originated in literary works, extended into cinema, then
games tried to appropriate it (Welsh 2016)
• Creative appropriation has always been around, but marginal
• It’s not just doing your own thing
• Recognises culture as a shared experience beyond being owned
• Community cookbooks did the same during 20th century (Floyd & Forster 2010)

• Then, zines, artists books, mashup
• Later, internet and public domain and creative commons music and film
• eg Free Music Archive and Internet Archive
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So…
• ‘Beyond Games’ is not something new or unique
• We have always made multiple things play together
• On the margins, enriching social and cultural life through individual
contributions
• But things do not stay the same - all spaces, all technologies, have
new and different possibilities and characteristics
• Cue Art Tartaruga
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Art Tartaruga
• Art Tartaruga - https://vimeo.com/tizzycanucci/art-tartaruga
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Playfulness, and mixing
• Playfulness of games across boundaries
• Which is also where art lives and how it is viewed

• Collaborative
•
•
•
•
•
•

37 artists
in an artist created space
working with non digital games ideas
reinterpreted into a video
incorporating creative commons music
influenced by music video and MTV
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Failure of machinima as a genre?
• Has it lost sight of all this?
• Subversiveness of early years (Coleman and Dyer-Witheford 2007)
• Artistic promise (Salen 2011)

• And is left with this?
• Emphasis on gamer prowess and gameplay (Machinima 2018) allows game
commercial interests to dominate (Harwood 2011; Pinchbeck and Gras 2011)
• Gaming rebellion becomes a new set of conventions – the ‘gamer ghetto’
(Hancock 2011)
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Is video art ‘where it’s at?’
• Art traditionally worked with the instability of new technologies to
explore what comes out of failure and frustration (Brown 2013)
• Error is the space for a ‘playful sense for potential deviations and
alterations’ (Krapp 2011)
• Video art has value as a reflexive and conceptual artform rather than
a formalist one (Meigh-Andrews, 2006)
Footnote: ‘video’ as a literal description is already redundant
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Media(tion) or Translation?
• I kick against ‘mediation’
• Where conceptual forces and technology matter more than human practices
(Billig, 2013)

• ‘Word magic’ (Bellos, 2012: 21), where naming lends illusory explanatory
certainty by turning processes into a ‘thing’

• More like translation
• between different ways of understanding
• other names, eg ‘mediating conjunctures’ (Larrue and Vitali-Rosati 2019)

• Translating from middle English to a virtual world: The Digital Pilgrims
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The Digital Pilgrims
• The Digital Pilgrims https://vimeo.com/tizzycanucci/thedigitalpilgrims
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Blender of old and new
I am she, and she is many
• The Host is me
• The words are my reinterpretation of Chaucer’s

• Working across time, literature and games
• From Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales to today

• Moving image part all recorded within the game…
• But linked to literature, illustration, spoken work and music
• And so human experience
• Which relates more clearly to video art than machinima?
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All that she myghte be lent,
On bookes and on lernynge she it spente.
• The Clerk is, well, I am doing a PhD and I’m here!
• Exact words from a printed edition of Canterbury Tales

• Academically breaking away from the disciplinary conventions that
literature, film and media hold on to

• Moving from literature to film: Future City
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Future City
• Future City - https://vimeo.com/tizzycanucci/futurecity
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Overlapping anticipations of the future
• Film and games
• Two visions of the future meet – and digital and digitised
• Digitising doesn’t copy – it reinterprets and gives new meaning
• One emerges then recedes into the other, visually and audibly
• Unpredictable – ‘unruly’ aspect of practice based PhD (Haseman 2006)
• The game can also be visually central, while playing with past things:
Repeat Hikari
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Repeat Hikari
• Repeat Hikari - https://vimeo.com/tizzycanucci/repeathikari
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Appropriation and sharing.
• Entirely made within a games world, apart from music
• Plays with (dis)connections
•
•
•
•

My avatar showing way animations repeat
TV screens referring to Nam June Paik
Breakdown of screens like broadcast tv and cathode ray tubes
Reveals structuring of games and technology

• I am working with the art of Amelie Marcoud, another SL resident
• The value of sharing while appropriating
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And to conclude… maybe
• Natural process of sharing between humans
• The assertion of ownership through commercial interest, excessive
copyright, artistic snobbery and elitism suffocates creativity
• We thrive on the margins, enriching life
• We should not stop questioning
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… as practice doesn’t finish
• A continual life process
• Entered the doctorate with a practice - video art
• Leaving with a practice – now also includes printmaking
• Light on screen, photomedia (McKenzie, 2014), reworking it as ink on
paper
• Not because better, but because different
• Going Beyond the Game and reaching new audiences
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Credits
• See original video art on vimeo for full lists of credits
• Art Tartaruga - https://vimeo.com/tizzycanucci/art-tartaruga
• Future City - https://vimeo.com/tizzycanucci/futurecity
• Repeat Hikari - https://vimeo.com/tizzycanucci/repeathikari
• The Digital Pilgrims - https://vimeo.com/tizzycanucci/thedigitalpilgrims
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